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About Harumi Urata-Thompson
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• Specializes in business operations, strategy and marketing.  
• Expertise in, and frequent speaker on, emerging technologies such as blockchain, AI, cybersecurity, FinTech, MedTech and 

space
• Consultant and Director for several companies

• CFA Society New York, former Chief Operating Officer
• Established better operating processes and models to turn around the deficit-ridden organization 
• Developed model for corporate sponsorships
• Generated US$500K from new sources of income 

• Thomson Reuters, senior positions over 14 years
• Director at corporate level overseeing innovation, managing product portfolio of mobile products
• Chief of Staff to CEO of Healthcare and Sciences, overseeing US$900mn budget across 4,300 employees
• Product Manager for fixed income business

• Morgan Stanley, Citigroup - fixed income sales and M&A

• MBA, INSEAD (France); BA, magna cum laude, in business from Sophia University (Japan)

• Chartered Financial Analyst, Project Management Professional, and Pragmatic Marketing Certified

• Bilingual in English and Japanese



Topics to Cover
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• The opportunities for growth in the new digital economy

• Adapting to changes in the business environment

• How to promote innovation with organizations

• How employees should develop themselves to remain relevant in a 
transforming workplace 



Industrial Revolution History
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• The First Industrial Revolution, 1760-1840 : steam energy, the fast-paced 
textile industry, evolving stages of metallurgy, and metal works

• The Second Industrial Revolution, 1870-1914 : power of electricity, oil and 
gas, and innovation in communication, transport

• The Third Industrial Revolution, 1969-2000 : Computing, IT, internet and 
social media

• The Fourth Industrial Revolution, Now : all things digital



Unprecedented Innovation Progress
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• We are entering a period of unprecedented innovation, a.k.a. the fourth industrial revolution

• During this period, a number of new technologies have been developed, including:
• Blockchain

• Cybersecurity

• Virtual Reality (VR) & Augmented Reality (AR)

• Internet of Things (IoT)

• Artificial Intelligence (AI) / Robotics

• Some of the technologies have existed longer than others

• These new technologies are frequently used together to develop solutions to problems

• Above technologies all help us manage business more efficiently



Why We Need to Be Innovative
• 66% respondents stated innovation is important for growth (Deloitte)

• Stand out from competitors

• Meet customer needs

• Attract the best talent
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Innovate or…think of 
Kodak, Blockbuster, 
Toys R Us and so on



Example Use Cases in this Economy
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Automation
• Employee Analytics 

• Hiring Process

• Helpdesk/customer support

• Scheduling

• Form filling

• Certain type of trading

Digitization
• Customer connectivity and better 

services

• Service through mobile

• Sustainable business conduct

• Criminal activities monitoring

• Digital currency



Become a Truly Innovative Company
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• Create an innovation mindset

• Create an environment that rewards ideas and encourages sharing -
reward does not need to be monetary

• Communicate each success 

• Innovation discussion needs dedication and participation from –
• cross functional i.e. commercial, expertise, customer, etc.

• all levels of the organization

• diverse

• Accountability



How to Develop an Innovation Culture
What to Watch Out

• “This isn’t my day job” culture

• Conflicts with other priorities

• “Failure isn’t ok” culture

• IP protection

• Lack of support and money

How to Make it Work

• Culture change – support from 
the top

• Responsible sponsors required

• This is priority – it is key to 
success

• Strong IP guidelines 
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Changes Start With Top
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Why should we 
have a 

collaborative 
innovation 

program and need 
the top buy in?

We already pay 
consultants for 

this

Employees 
aren’t equipped 

to innovateI’m handling 
innovation just 
fine, thank you

It’s just another 
thing we have 
to deal with



Responsibilities
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Senior Executive 
Sponsor

Chief Executive 
Officer

Business Unit 
Leaders

Budget and credibility
Culture doesn’t change if the top is not 
involved

Keeps things moving
Credibility, decision maker, clear obstacles, keep innovation on agenda

Where innovation actually happens
Know what to target, ensures work done, liaise with executives



A Few Different Ways to Innovate
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• Internal vs. Hiring Consultant
• Innovation challenge

• Solve the known problems
-> Both come in variations of workshops and structures

• Think “inside” the box - take product apart, then add, 
subtract, multiply, comply, so on

• Think “outside” the box – brand new problem to solve?

All Start With 
Knowing the 

Mission



World Changed – Can You?
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• Surround yourself with inspiration 

• Pick a small project, flip assumption

• Can you change routine work?

• Start bringing your words into life

• Figure out a way to fuel your creativity



Outside Help Makes Cultural Shift Easier
• Non-Stakeholders’ opinions and facts presented to the executives

• Third party market intelligence 

• Event with an objective purpose

• Innovation workshop led by an expert

• Project manage the innovation beyond ideation

• For individuals, there are classes and personal coaching
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Contact
Harumi Urata-Thompson

harumi@hutconsulting.com

Twitter: @HarumiUrata

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/harumiuratathompson

Website: www.hutconsulting.com
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